
“Spooky Delights”
Featuring: “the Spider’s Web” Paper Kit

Designer: Anam Stubbington (www.anamstubbington.typepad.com)

Cupcakes:
Using the template, cut a trail shape out of 
plain paper and adjust to size to ensure it fits 
your cupcakes or muffins. then cut the required 
number ofcovers out. I cut the top line with an 
edging scissors for a different look. Ink all the 
edges. edges. Wrap them aroudnthe cupcakes and glue. 
cut trangles from a folded piece, ink and 
then curl the ends. Glue a cocktail stick in 
the crease. Place in the frosting.   

Masks:
Using the template cut out two masks,
once slightly larger than the other. Glue
them togethethem together. Decorate as desired.
I painted a skewer black and punched 2
holes on one side  to enble the skewer
to attach. 

Place Setting:
Ink the edges of the Cut Strips, glue one on
top of another and then wrap it around your
napkin. Add ribbon to a tag and anapkin. Add ribbon to a tag and attach it to your flatware. I would suggest you handwrite your menu on the tag in the theme. 

PlaceName Holder:
Using the template, cut out your bat. Ink the edges. Add your chipboard Letter and your diecut shape. then paint a wooden 
clothes peg black and when dry glue it to the reverse of your bat.

Bunting:
I made small Paper Laterns for my bunting. Cut a piece of paper 6”x6”. Trim a strip of one edge about 1/2” wide (that turns 
into your handle) then fold the piece of paper in half along the 6” side. Cut Strips along the fold about 1/2” to 1/4” wide but 
leleave  about 1” from the edge. Turn into a cylinder, add your handle and push down a little, it should fan out like in my photo.
If you are adventurous, you could use these to cover Christmas tree lights for an added touch.


